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Quilting involves the combination of upholstery or mattress fabric 
with a soft wadding or foam layer. Thanks to this, the fabric takes 
on natural thermal insulation properties, the insulation material 
wears evenly, and the fabric gets a fresh look. It may sound obvious, 
but the quilting process provides thousands of opportunities for 
creating designs and combining them with various thicknesses of 
wadding. The effect might even amaze the person who created it!    

THE FREEDOM OF CREATING 





CREATE
Discover the unlimited possibilities for personalisation that piqué allows with fabrics. 
Create your own enchanting designs and give your fabrics an inimitable character.



Thread quilting involves attaching the fabric to an insulating 
material, such as a soft wadding or stiffer foam. During this process 
we use exclusively high quality Steel threads in 11 different colours, 
chosen so that they can be matched to most textile colours. You 
can apply quilting with threads that are matched in colour to the 
fabric to achieve a subtler effect or choose a contrast combination, 
such as black and white. The advantage of the thread method is 
its unlimited opportunities to crate your own unique designs.  



COMBINE
Play with fabrics, with their colours and structures. Match colours, piping, and thickness 
of fillings. Contrast or harmonious combinations, light or regal designs. 





ALTER 
May your fabrics be eye-catching. Piqué upholstery has  
an striking chic that is sure to charm.



Ultrasonic quilting  is an innovative method for enhancing fabrics 
which is conducted without the use of needle and thread. The 
ultrasonic quilting process involves heating the material using 
ultrasonic waves and embossing the pattern using direct pressure. 
This method allows regular shapes to be created on a given 
material and also allows the material to be insulated with another 
fabric. Without a doubt, the main advantage of this method is the 
absence of micropunctures caused in the threaded method by 
the needles. Our offer includes 12 patterns for ultrasonic quilting, 
from simple geometric forms to elegant oblongs and subtle dots. 



AMAZE 
A pastel fabric with a geometric piqué design or an intricately oversown supple velvet? 
A piqué floral pattern or perhaps a complicated oriental ornamental design on a 



BOX
QUILTING

There are 5 practical and elegant binders in the box: 
2 binders with ultrasonic quilting samples, 2 binders 

with thread quilting and a catalogue Thread Quilting 
Patterns, thanks to which you can easily find the 

pattern of your interest.



TOPTEXTIL sp. z o.o.

Mickiewicza 29
34-100 Wadowice

+48 33 876 49 39
+48 604 211 711

quilting@toptextil.pl

www.toptextil.pl

CONTACT
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